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Big pedestrian traffic light R6 
Article no 87133-12 

The big pedestrian traffic light regulates pedestrian traffic during shutdowns. 
It has a crown and two transition signals at the top and is supplemented 
with two temporary traffic lights R6+. The large fully cast stand has room for 
four batteries. If you want to extend the operating time even more, it can 
advantageously be supplemented with a solar cell. 
 

Push button with sound and light acknowledgment 
A push button that emits sound, light and other tactile information that can 
be read using both sight and touch, for example through vibrations and 
raised symbols and blind text so that even people with visual or hearing 
impairments will know when it is safe to pass. The built-in noise control 
ensures that the volume is adapted to the environment.  

Manage your traffic lights from BerlexConnect 
When your traffic lights are in place, you can easily manage the 
administration from the BerlexConnect app. 
 
In order to create a complete pedestrian crossing you need: 

 two pedestrian traffic light units 
 four new or existing traffic light R6+ 

 

 
Curious to learn more?  
If you want more information about our connected products – technical specifications, manuals and 
product sheets – you can find them on our website. Of course, you are always welcome to contact us if 
you have questions or need help. 

Specifications 
    
Width x height: 741 x 2.222 mm Communication: BerlexConnect and Bluetooth 
Dept: 628 mm excl. R6 Operating distance: Up to 40 meters between units 
Weight: 112 kg Operation: Up to 16 days with 4 Berlex batteries 12V/100Ah  
Lights: Red/Green LED 12V, EN12368 Administration: Cloud-service BerlexConnect 
Voltage: 12 VDC Other information: Traffic lights and batteries are not included 
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